Approach to AS levels in Wales Summer 2020

Year 12 Learners - Summer 2020

Calculated Grades for AS
Generated through use of Centre Assessment Data & other statistical information

No contribution to A level grades in Summer 2021

Approach to A levels in Wales Summer 2021

Year 13 Learners - Summer 2021

OPTION 1

Sit A2 units only
A level grade based solely on the performance in these units.

OPTION 2

Sit AS & A2 units
A level grade based on performance in AS and A units.

This grade will then be compared with the grade they would have been awarded had they taken, Option 1.

The final grade will be the best grade from either option.

The calculated AS grade from summer 2020 cannot be used in the production of the A level grade summer 2021, since this would rely on there being actual Uniform Mark Scale scores. A single grade will not give enough detail to do it.